Requested Data Elements for FY 1995 Science Education Program Participants

Program Level Data Elements:

Program Name: Meyerhoff Scholarship Program

Sponsor(s): DOE, Office of Science Education Programs

Direct Contact Time: Academic School Year

Frequency of Program: Daily

Brief Description: The Meyerhoff Scholarship Program was created at UMBC in 1988 with a grant of $522,000 from the Robert and Jane Meyerhoff Foundation. Mr. Meyerhoff was particularly interested in addressing the shortage of African Americans, especially black males, who successfully pursue careers in science and engineering. The initial grant enabled UMBC to launch a program of full support for outstanding African American students, competitively selected from across Maryland, who would major in mathematics, science, engineering, or computer science, and then pursue Ph.D.s in these areas. The first group of Meyerhoff Scholars included 19 young men who enrolled in Fall 1989. Now in its seventh year, the Program has a total enrollment of 180 (95 male, 85 female), including 47 new Meyerhoff freshmen in Fall 1995 (average SAT scores of 1226) and 10 students from outside Maryland (New York, California, Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania). The National Science Foundation has indicated the UMBC has one of the largest concentrations of high achieving African American students in science anywhere in the U.S.

Contact Name: Gina L. Patterson, (410) 455-2879, (410) 455-1096 (Fax), patterson@umbc.edu

Participant Level Data Elements:

See attached Chart relative to participants. [Removed] 3/19/00

The Meyerhoff Scholarship Program
University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC)
3401 Wilkens Blvd.
Baltimore, MD 21228
DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Science Education Program Participant Information for FY 1995

Reporting Facility Name: University of Maryland Baltimore County

Contact Name: Gina L. Patterson  Phone No: (410) 455-2879
E-Mail Address: patterso@umbc.edu  Fax No: (410) 455-1096

Program Name: Meyerhoff Scholarship Program

Sponsor(s): DOE, Office of Science Education Program
(If DOE, give sponsoring office within DOE)

Participan Rank: [ ] College Facility  [ ] Postgraduate Appointees
[ ] Graduate Students  [ ] Undergraduate Students at 4-year institutions
[ ] Undergraduate Students at 2-year institutions  [ ] Precollege Teachers
[ ] Precollege Students  [ ] Staff at Nonacademic Organizations
[ ] General Public

(If for programs with more than one participant rank, please provide a separate reporting form for each rank.)

Direct contact time, per participant, in laboratory and education experience: [ ] Number of weeks or if less than one week [ ] Number of hours

Enter the Number of Participants in each Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Citizens and Permanent Residents</th>
<th>Foreign Nationals (visitors and temp. visas)</th>
<th>Ethnicity/Citizenship Not Reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>African American</td>
<td>Asian/ Pacific Island American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Not Reported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>